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Abstract of EP0734660

A fabric laminate (10) comprises first and second
stretch fabrics (1 1 and 12) having an
intermediate adhesive securement layer (13)

between them. The adhesive securement layer

(13) is in the form of a regularly repeating pattern

which comprises an array of aligned adhesive
elements (14) arranged in successive generally

horizontally and vertically extending rows. The
array of adhesive elements (14) is capable of

offering resistance to elongation as the laminate

(10) is subjected to distortion, with the pattern

having a differential elongation characterised as
offering different magnitudes of resistance to

elongation when the fabric laminate (10) is

subjected to distortion in selected different

directions. The adhesive securement layer (13) is

predeterminedly oriented in accordance with its

differential elongation and the stretch

characteristics of the fabrics (11,12) such that

the resistance to elongation offered by the

laminate (10) is determined by the pattern and
orientation of the individual adhesive elements

(14) in conjunction with the stretch characteristics

of the fabrics (11, 12). The laminate (10) may be
employed to reinforce items of clothing,

particularly underwear and the like.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a
stretch fabric laminate having particular utility for provid-

ing additional reinforcement at desired areas of

women's undergarments, such as panties, brassieres,

and pantyhose. In such garments it is oftentimes desir-

able to provide additional support resulting in a desired

degree of body constriction for enhanced figure shap-
ing. Such support may be provided by reinforcement

panels for restricting the ability of the garment to

stretch. Such panels may typically be at the stomach,
derriere or thigh regions of a panty or pantyhose, as well

as the undercup and/or side panels of a brassiere. Such
support has in the past been provided by additional pan-
els which are sewn to the main body fabric of the gar-

ment. Such sewing disadvantageous^ adds to the

costs, stiffness and overall bulk of the product, often-

times presenting to the consumer a garment having

undesirable heaviness.

[0002] An improved arrangement for providing such
additional support is the subject of applicant's European
patent specification 0255101 B1 published November
18, 1993 in the name of Prunesti, et al. and entitled

"Method and Apparatus For Providing Additional Sup-
port To Selected Portions of A Garment And Garment
Produced Thereby", in which the additional support

panel is adhesively secured to the main body panel.

The adhesive securement is obtained by applying a
desired pattern of a hot melt adhesive powder to the
fabric of the support panel through a silk screen. The
support pane! is then heat cured and cut to its desired

shape. The panel is then laminated to the main body
fabric, with the powder adhesive being fused to and
substantially confined between the two fabric layers so
as to interconnect the fabric layers. The additional sup-
port provided by the reinforcement panel is predetermi-

nately controlled by the selected shape and
configuration of the pattern and thickness of the adhe-
sive layer in conjunction with the stretch characteristics

of the fabrics.

[0003] Another advantage of this structure is that fab-

rics can be selected such that the pattern of the adhe-
sive layer is visible through at least one of the fabrics

(e.g. the reinforcement panel). Accordingly, the pattern

of the adhesive layer, in addition to contributing to the

requisite additional support, can be selected to provide

a pleasing aesthetic presentation, which is imparted
and delineated to the outer layer of one of the fabrics

(without adhesive being present on the outer fabric

layer) so as to provide further consumer enhancement
of the product.

[0004] The product produced by the European Patent

Specification 0255101 B1 process has achieved sub-
stantial consumer acceptance and utility. However, the

utilization of the silk screen for applying the powdered
adhesive pattern limits the manufacturing speed and
overall efficiencies in the fabrication of the laminate and

the resultant undergarments. Further, it has been expe-

rienced that the uniformity of the pattern applied

through the silk screen is subject to variation, depend-
ent upon such factors as humidity and the practical diffi-

5 culty in repeatedly applying uniform pressure over the

full extent of the silk screen. A further disadvantageous

aspect of this prior process is the requirement that the

pattern of the powdered adhesive, which is in the shape
of the individual reinforcement panels, be applied to the

10 reinforcement fabric at spaced, discrete areas of the

fabric. Accordingly, portions of the fabric between each
of the discrete applications of the adhesive pattern must
be trimmed away and discarded. Hence, the fabric yield

is reduced by such wastage, adding to the manufactur-

15 ing cost. A further undesirable manufacturing aspect of

this process is the requirement that the expanse of the

fabric containing the spaced reinforcement must be
accurately cut about the perimeter of each reinforce-

ment panel. This naturally tends to slow the manufactur-

20 ing process, again adding to the product's cost.

[0005] Several of the product problems and costs

associated with silk screen application of powdered
adhesive at discrete and separated portions of the sup-
port fabric may be alleviated according to the applicant's

25 PCT Publication WO 94/23601 of October 27, 1994, in

the name of Smith et al, and entitled "Fabric Laminate
And Garments Incorporating Same. As disclosed

therein, the support panel is adhesively secured to the
body by the unique application of an integral adhesive

30 web. The web, while not having a definitive pattern, is

characterized as offering different magnitudes of resist-

ance to elongation when subjected to distortion in its dif-

ferent directions. The adhesive web is predeterminately

oriented within the laminate in accordance with its differ-

35 ential elongation characteristics such that the additional

support provided by the support panel and the adhesive
web is combinedly determined by the differential stretch

characteristics of the adhesive web, the stretch charac-

teristics of the fabrics, and their relative orientation. The
40 adhesive web is in the form of a net-like film which may

be readily cut to confirm to the shape of the reinforce-

ment panel, keeping in mind only its differential elonga-

tion characteristics so as to maintain the desired

orientation with respect to the fabric layers. Inasmuch
45 as the reinforcement layers are separately cut from their

fabric yard goods, this process does not require the sep-
aration of discrete panels on the reinforcement fabric,

prior to cutting into individual panels, nor the high

degree of accuracy previously demanded in cutting out
so the individual panels of European Patent Specification

025501 B1 which had been silk screened on the support
fabric. While increasing the manufacturing efficiency, a
disadvantage of this process is that the adhesive web,
while exhibiting differential stretch characteristics, does

55 not have the ability to provide a substantial variation in

support achieved by the design of the specific patterns

of the silk screen adhesive applique. That is, where the

pattern had been applied through the silk screen, the

2



3 EP0 734 660 B1 4

design of the pattern may be changed to adjust the

degree of control which is to be contributed by the adhe-
sive layer. For example, where a higher degree of con-

trol is required, the pattern would be modified to provide

a greater concentration of adhesive while still maintain- s
ing the requisite soft feel or "hand" of the fabric. Like-

wise different applications of the support panel (as

between panty, pantyhose, or brassiere) would typically

require different degrees of support. This can be
achieved by the selection of the reinforcement fabric in ,<?

conjunction with varying the pattern selected for the

adhesive layer. Further, the adhesive web of this proc-

ess does not present a pattern visible at the outer sur-

face of at least one of the laminate fabrics.

[0006] The fabric laminate in accordance with the is

present invention advantageously permits the higher

manufacturing speeds and efficiencies of a continuous

process, devoid of discrete spaced applications of sep-
arate adhesive panels on the support panel fabric, while

achieving the several advantages of applying the adhe- 20

sive to the support panel in the form of a desired pat-

tern. More specifically, in contrast to the net-like film of

adhesive utilized in applicant's aforementioned PCT
Publication WO 94,23601, the present invention applies

the adhesive securement layer in the form of regularly 2s

repeating pattern generally coextensive with and uni-

formly presented over the full extent of the support fab-

ric. The pattern comprises an array of aligned individual

adhesive elements, such as diamonds which are

arranged in successive generally horizontally and verti- 30

cally extending rows. The individual elements are so
configured and located such that they are capable of

offering resistance to elongation as the laminate formed
with the support fabric is subjected to distortion. The
pattern is designed to have differential elongation, char- 35

acterized as offering different magnitudes of resistance

to elongation when the fabric laminate is subjected to

distortion in selected different directions. Hence the

adhesive securement layer being predeterminately ori-

ented in accordance with its differential elongation and 40

the stretch characteristics of the fabrics, the resistance

to elongation offered by the fabric laminate will be deter-

mined by the pattern and orientation of the individual

adhesive elements in conjunction with the stretch char-

acteristics of the fabrics. The adhesive is preferably a 45

thermoplastic such that when the support panel is

applied to the body fabric of the garment, the adhesive
will, upon suitable temperature, be reactivated to secur-

ably adhere the support panel to the body fabric, form-

ing the laminate of the present invention. The adhesive 50

will be confined to between the fabric layers so as to nei-

ther a) adversely affect the hand of the laminate, nor b)

lock itself around the yarn forming the fabric.

[0007] Typically where the subject invention is used in

conjunction with a woman's panty or pantyhose the sup- ss

port panel will be at least adhesively secured to the

stomach regions of the garment. At that location it will

be oriented to provide a greater resistance to stretch in

the horizontal than in the vertical direction, thereby

serving to restrict the outward projection of the wearer's

stomach, to provide a more slender profile to enhance
the figure control properties of the garment. Such addi-

tional control can also be provided at the thigh and/or

derriere region. When used in conjunction with other

garments it will be located and properly oriented where
additional control is desired (e.g. to restrict horizontal

stretch at the undercup region of a brassiere).

[0008] Advantageously, the degree of additional rein-

forcement, and hence figure control, provided by the

securement layer can be suitably adjusted by making
variations in the pattern and size of the individual adhe-
sive elements, the placement and pattern of supple-

mental adhesive elements (e.g. dots) within each of the

individual adhesive elements, the width of the sides

forming the individual adhesive elements, the thickness

of the adhesive securement layer as well as the charac-

teristics of the particular adhesive. Further, as con-
trasted to the interrupted application of powdered
adhesive through a silk screen, the adhesive secure-

ment layer of the present invention is advantageously
continuously applied as a uniform layer of liquid adhe-
sive from the outer patterned surface of a rotating cylin-

der. The cylinder may be hollow with a patterned

circumferential screen about its outer perimeter. The liq-

uid adhesive is introduced into the interior of the cylin-

der and uniformly forced outward against the fabric by
an internally supported doctor blade. Alternatively, the
pattern may be engraved about the outer cylindrical sur-

face with the depth of engraving corresponding to the
desired thickness of the adhesive layer. The liquid adhe-
sive will then be applied to the outer surface of the cylin-

der and transferred to the fabric by known techniques,

such as a doctor blade at the terminus of the adhesive
containing trough.

[0009] The reinforcement fabric layer with the adhe-
sive pattern uniformly applied thereto over substantially

its entire surface will then be typically passed through

an oven for drying the adhesive. This fabric layer may
then be laminated to a continuous expanse of the main
body fabric of the garment, which is then cut into

apparel panels (such as 21 of Figure 5). Alternatively,

individual reinforcement panels can be cut from the

expanse of the reinforcement fabric for subsequent lam-

ination to a portion of a garment panel (such as 59 of

Figure 13). In either situation, the desired configuration

of the support panels is cut out from this fabric contain-

ing the adhesive pattern. Because of the regularly

repeated nature of the adhesive pattern, there will be a
minimum of fabric loss, and a substantially greater

amount of tolerance permitted in cutting out the individ-

ual support panels, than if they were applied to the rein-

forcement fabric at discrete separated areas thereof.

That is, in forming the reinforcement panels from the

expanse of the support fabric cognizance must only be
maintained of the differential elongation characteristics

of the adhesive layer, so as to insure that when the rein-

3



5 EP 0 734 660 B1 6

fbrcement panel is laminated to the garment, its pattern

will be properly oriented to provide the requisite sup-

port.

[0010] The prior art, in addition to applicant's afore-

mentioned EPO Publication 0255101 -B1 and PCT Pub-

lication WO 94/23601 have suggested the utilization of

an intermediate adhesive layer for securing a reinforce-

ment panel to an undergarment However, such prior

constructions have failed to achieved the numerous
advantages of the instant invention, including maintain-

ing a desired soft hand for the laminate, allowing sub-

stantial versatility in adjusting the degree of control

provided by the adhesive layer in conjunction with the

garment fabrics, and manufacturing efficiencies attend-

ant to the present invention. For example, in Byrne U.S.

Patent 3,228,401 plastic reinforcing material is applied

to the fabric as a flowable paste which is intended to

flow into the fabric and embed the individual threads

forming the fabric. The plastic reinforcement may be
patterned to provide reinforcement in one direction and
not in the other. However, the flowing of the plastic into

the fabric results in an undesired stiffening of the fabric,

changing its hand or feel, and may result in irritation

when applied to the skin of the wearer. GalitzW et al.

U.S. Patents 3,225,768 and 3,320.346 similarly show a

cloth and plastic laminate for a breast support such as a

bathing suit, in which the elastomeric polyethylene poly-

mer bonds two fabrics together with the plastic flowing

within the interstices of the fabric; Likewise, Storti U.S.

Patent 3,327,707 uses an elastomeric adhesive to

secure a stomach control panel to a foundation garment
with the adhesive flowing into the girdle fabric to lock

itself around the individual stretch yarns.

[001 1 ] The utilization of stiffening panels or other ele-

ments within undergarments or other apparel products

is also generally shown in Flagg et al. U.S. Patent

3,021,844 which shows a brassiere reinforced in the

breast cup area by a stiffening liner; Penrock U.S. Pat-

ent 3,750,673 which is similarly directed to a brassiere

have a plurality of plastic stays positioned below the cup
portion; Bracht, U.S. Patent 2,915,067 wherein stiffen-

ing elements are adhesively secured to the lower cup
portion of a brassiere, or waist band of a girdle; Glucken
U.S. Patent 4,172,002 which laminates a patch of mold-

able fabric as a brassiere undercup support element.

Robinson U.S. Patent 4,372,321 provides a brassiere

which has a unitary molded breast cup including and
intermediate lower cup support panel adhesively

bonded to the cup by a polyester hot melt adhesive

which may typically be applied through a screen which

allows dotted coverage of the surface. Such an adhe-
sive pattern does not have differential elongation char-

acteristics. As contrasted to the present invention, there

is no teaching that the pattern and orientation of the

adhesive can be designed to be a factor in controlling

the overall laminate elongation characteristics. Niren-

berg U.S. 3,31 7,645 discloses another method for form-

ing a laminate or molded article such as brassiere cups

with an intermediate plastic layer. Cole et al U.S. Patent

4,375,445 and 4,419,997, both assigned to the

assignee of the present invention, are directed to a
molded cup brassiere in which the cup is formed of a

5 laminate consisting of two layers of stretchable material

which include a non-stretchable crown portion, a sub-

stantially non-stretchable longitudinal cup portion and a
unitary multi-dimensional stretchaWe periphery portion.

[0012] Storti U.S. Patent 3,383,263 is directed to a
w method for preparing a fabric laminate by laminating two

fabrics by means of regularly recurring spaced geomet-
ric units of substantially dry adhesive film sandwiched
between the outer fabric surfaces, with the result lami-

nate having a raised pattern portion as determined by
15 the adhesive pattern.

[001 3] GB 1 1 36371 describes a fabric laminate hav-

ing an inner layer of a relatively smooth knitted fabric

expansible in all directions, and an outer layer of a fabric

which is substantially less expansible than the inner

20 layer. These two fabric layers bonded together by an
adhesive in numerous discrete areas. The adhesive

may be applied as lines or spots in any desired irregular

or regular shape, e.g. diamonds, ellipses, zig zags or

lozenges.

25 [001 4] Adachi U.S. Patent 3,497,41 5 forms a laminate

including fabrics of different elasticity secured together

with a conventional adhesive, such that the laminate

characteristics are primarily determined by the elasticity

of the two fabric layers. Backes U.S. Patent 4,135,025

30 varies the stretch characteristics of a fabric by the selec-

tive insertion of different warp and weft threads into the

fabric.

[001 5] Additional composite elastomeric materials are

disclosed in Kasper et al. U.S. 3,489.154 issued to the

55 assignee of the instant application and Vander Wielen

U.S. Patent 4,720,415.

[001 6] According to the present invention there's pro-

vided a fabric laminate as set out in Claims 1 -16.

[0017] According to a further aspect of the invention

40 there's provided an article of apparel incorporating such
a fabric laminate as set out in Claims 17-23.

[0018] Accordingly it is still a further aspect of the

invention to provide a reinforcement panel for use in an
article of apparel as set out in Claim 24 and a method of

45 making a reinforcement panel and a fabric laminate as
set out in claims 25-27.

[0019] To this end a garment reinforcement panel is

formed of a stretch fabric layer unto which is applied an
adhesive securement layer in the form of a regularly

so repeated pattern generally coextensive therewith and
uniformly presented over substantially its fully extent.

The adhesive pattern comprises an array of aligned

individual adhesive elements arranged in successive

generally horizontally and vertically extending rows. The
55 adhesive elements are configured such that they offer

resistance to elongation as the laminate is subjected to

distortion, with their pattern demonstrating a differential

elongation, characterized as offering different magni-

4



7 EP0734 660B1 8

tudes of resistance to elongation when subjected to dis-

tortion in selected different directions. This support

panel is laminated to the fabric forming the garment

where additional support is desired (e.g. the stomach

area), and oriented such that the differential elongation 5

characteristic of the adhesive securement layer contrib-

utes to achieving the desired additional support. Vari-

ous garments are disclosed which include the support

panel for providing the requisite additional support. Fur-

ther, by varying the pattern of the adhesive securement w
layer, as well as the individual elements comprised

therein, the degree of additional support or body control

contributed by the adhesive layer can be suitably

adjusted.

[0020] Embodiments of the invention will now be is

described with reference to the accompanying drawings

in which:

FIG. 1 is an elevation view of the layers forming the

laminate in accordance with the present invention, 20

with the body fabric being partially broken away to

reveal the underlying support panel and adhesive

securement layer.

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the laminate form

of the layers shown in FIG 1 along the arrows 2-2. 25

FIG. 3 is an elevation view of the reinforcement

panel having the adhesive securement layer

applied thereto, shown reduced and indicating the

manner in which the individual support panels may
be cut out from the expanse of the fabric. 30

FIG. 4. is an enlargement of a portion of FIG 3.,

showing the particular pattern of the adhesive layer

in greater detail.

FIG. 5. is a front view of a panty in which the lami-

nate of the present invention forms a stomach 35

panel.

FIG. 6. is a rear view of the panty shown in FIG. 5.

FIG. 7. is a view corresponding to FIG. 4, but show-

ing a variation in the pattern of the adhesive secure-

ment layer. 40

FIGS. 8-12. depict further variations in the pattern

of the adhesive securement layer.

FIG. 13. is a front view of an alternative panty con-

struction in which the support panel of the present

invention is shaped to conform to a stomach panel, 45

and laminated to a larger fabric piece forming the

front portion of the panty.

FIG. 14. is a front view of a panty similar to that

shown in FIG. 5, but including a longer leg portion.

FIG. 15. is a side view of the long leg panty shown 50

in FIG. 14, and includes a thigh control panel which

is laminated to the main body panel in accordance

with the present invention.

FIG. 1 6. is a rear view of the panty shown in Figures

14 and 15. which also includes a rear control panel 55

in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 1 7 is a front view of a pair of pantyhose which

includes a stomach panel in accordance with the

present invention.

FIG. 18. is a front view of a brassiere which

includes an undercup support panel in accordance

with the present invention.

FIG. 19. is an elevation view of the lower cup sec-

tion of the brassiere shown in FIG. 18

FIGS. 20 and 21. show alternative placements of

the laminate support panel of the present invention

within a brassiere.

FIGS. 21 and 22. generally shows an apparatus

and method for applying the adhesive securement

layer to one of the fabrics forming the laminate.

[0021] Referring initially to FIGS. 1-4 and FIG. 1

depicts a portion of the fabric laminate 10, in accord-

ance with the present invention which will be located at

the region of a garment requiring additional support.

The fabric laminate includes the main, or body, fabric

layer 11 of the garment. Fabric layer 11 is typically an

elastomeric fabric including Lycra yarn to provide a

desired degree of resistance to stretch. Hence, the

magnitude of its resistance to elongation, which can be
controlled by the elastomeric yarn, is referred to as the

modulus of the fabric. If the laminate 10 forms a portion

of the stomach panel of a panty, fabric layer 1 1 will have

its primary elongation and modulus in the generally hor-

izontal direction, as shown by the arrows 11-1.

[0022] The reinforcement panel is provided by a

stretch fabric 12 upon which the adhesive securement

layer 13 of the present invention has been previously

applied over its entire surface. Reinforcement layer 12

may also be an elastomeric fabric. For cost saving, fab-

ric 12 may preferably be a non-elastomeric stretch fab-

ric, wherein the stretch is achieved by the construction

of the fabric as by a circular knit. Fabric 1 2 will also have

a primary direction of stretch. Alternatively, fabric 12

could be woven with its yarn placed at an angle (e.g.

45°) with respect to the anticipated distorting force. This

is referred to as bias stretch which occurs from the abil-

ity of the fabric construction to distort and permit elon-

gation without the use of elastomeric yarn. As a typical

of stretch fabric 12, whether or not it includes elasto-

meric yarn, it will have primary elongation in one direc-

tion as shown by the arrow 12-1 of Figure 1, with there

being a lesser degree of elongation, or give, in the direc-

tion orthognal to that shown by those arrows. Advanta-

geously, fabric 12 is sufficiently sheer that the pattern of

the adhesive layer will be visible at its outer surface,

thereby providing a pleasure aesthetic affect and

informing the user of its presence.

[0023] The adhesive layer applied to the fabric of rein-

forcement panel 12 is, as shown in greater detail in Fig-

ures 3 and 4, is in the form of a regularly repeated

pattern generally coextensive with and uniformly pre-

sented over substantially the full extent of the fabric.

The individual panels to be cut from the fabric are

shown by the dash lines 14-A in Figure 3. In the partic-

ular embodiment shown in Figures 1 -4, the pattern com-

5
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prises an array of aligned diamond shaped elements,

indicated as 14 which are arranged in successive gen-

erally horizontally and vertically extending rows. The
diamond shaped elements 14 are of uniform size

throughout the extent of the pattern. The width of the s
sides 15 forming the diamond is shown as 16 in FIG. 3,

and is likewise uniform throughout the extent of the pat-

tern. Each of the diamonds has a vertical length 17 and
a lesser horizontal length 18. By virtue of the diamond
pattern being oriented within the laminate such that the 10

longer dimension 17 of the diamond is in the generally

vertical direction the resistance to elongation offered by

the diamond pattern of the adhesive securement layer

will have a differential characteristic, exhibiting greater

resistance to elongation in the horizontal direction than 15

in the vertical direction.

[0024] The pattern of the adhesive securement layer

also includes an array of closely-spaced discrete dots

19 of adhesive within each of the diamonds 14. These
adhesive dots 1 9 provide enhanced securement of rein- 20

forcement layer 12 to the fabric 11. In particular, the

inclusion of such a closely-spaced array of adhesive

elements 19 within the larger diamonds 14 precludes

the laminate from forming bubbles as it is stretched and
released. This serves to maintain a smooth transition 25

from the laminate's relaxed condition to its tensioned

state without any unsightly bubble-type discontinuities

in the smooth presentation of the laminated reinforce-

ment panel.

[0025] Accordingly, when the laminated fabric panel of 30

Figure. 1 is subjected to distorting forces it will offer

greater resistance to stretch in the horizontal direction

than in the vertical direction, with the modulus, the

forces urging the panel towards its relaxed position,

being obtained from the body fabric layer 1 1 and pattern 35

of the adhesive securement layer 14. If desired, a fur-

ther reduction in laminate elongation characteristics can
be achieved if layer 12, which forms the control panel, is

oriented 90° with respect to that shown in Figure. 1.

[0026] Figures 5 and 6 show the front and rear views 40

of a typical women's party utilizing the laminate of the

instant invention for stomach control. The panty is

formed of a main body fabric panel which encircles the

wearer's torso. This main body panel typically includes

several fabric pieces, which are sewn together. Panty 20 45

includes a front panel 21, frontal side panels 22 and
transitional lace panels 23. Side seams 24 connect pan-
els 23 to a rear panel 25. A crotch section 26 is typically

provided at the lowermost portion of the garment. An
elastic waist band 27 extends along the top of the gar- 50

ment. Another elastic band 28 is sewn around the

edges of panels 22 to provide the frontal portion of the

leg cut-out, which is continued along the sides of the

crotch piece 26 and lower edge of the rear panel 25. In

the particular panty shown in Figures 5 and 6, fabric 55

panels 22 and 25 are a single layer preferably formed of

an elastomeric fabric which, as heretofore discussed,

may include Lycra yarn. The front panel 21 is formed of

the laminate shown in Figure 1 . Its outer layer corre-

sponds to layer 1 1 of the laminate, and will typically be
of the same fabric as panels 22 and 25, for appropriate

aesthetic coordination. The laminate 21 has signifi-

cantly less horizontal elongation than the panels 22 and

25. TTiat is. the placement of the laminate at the stom-

ach panel provides the well-known type of stomach con-

trol to flatten the wearer's stomach and hence provide

figure enhancement.

[0027] The particular fabric selected for the inner fab-

ric to form the stomach control panel 21 (corresponding

to fabric 12 shown in Figures 1 and 2) is determined by
the desired degree of control. In the party shown in Fig-

ures 5 the primary elongation directions of the layers

forming the stomach panel 21 may typically be horizon-

tally oriented as shown by the arrows of Figure 1. The
main body panels 22, 25 and outer panel of laminate 21

would usually have this primary elongation direction in

the horizontal direction. Should a greater degree of

stomach control be desired, the innermost layer forming

the control panel 21 can be turned 90° so that its pri-

mary elongation will be in the vertical direction.

[0028] Figures 7-12 show various modifications that

can be made to the pattern of the adhesive to appropri-

ately adjust the resistance of the laminate to elongation,

and hence the degree of control provided by the rein-

forcement panel. In Figure 7 the generally uniform size

and density of the dots 19 (for example as shown in Fig-

ure 4) has been modified in that larger dots 19-1 extend

across the horizontally displaced corners 15-1, 15-2 of

each of the diamond shaped adhesive elements. As
shown in Figure 7 there is a gradual reduction in the size

of the adhesive dots and an increase in the spacing

between vertically adjacent rows (as shown by dots 19-

2, 19-3, etc. and the respective horizontal rows contain-

ing those dots) as they are successively displaced from

the mid-section of the diamond. Alternatively, except for

the enlarged dots of adhesive 19-1 across the horizon-

tally opposed corners 15-1 and 15-2 of the diamond, all

of the other adhesive dots within the diamond, while

smaller than the dots 19-1 , can be of uniform size. The
increased amount of adhesive provided by enlarged

adhesive dots 19-1 will further increase the resistance

of the adhesive pattern shown in Figure 7 to horizontal

elongation, thereby providing somewhat greater hori-

zontal control. Such a pattern could be used there it is

desired to provide increased control at the reinforce-

ment panel while still utilizing the same fabrics for the

garment, size of reinforcement panel and adhesive

thickness.

[0029] Figure 8 shows another variation in which hor-

izontally extending lines of adhesive 30 extend from the

opposed horizontal corners 15-1 and 15-2 of the dia-

mond, towards the center of the diamond. Advanta-

geously a gap X is provided at the central portion

thereof. The horizontal lines of adhesive 30 will likewise

increase the resistance to horizontal stretch as provided

by the adhesive pattern, thereby providing additional

6
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control. It has been determined that the inclusion of the

gap X at the central portion of the horizontal adhesive

lines 30 prevents a bubbling of the fabric which, might

otherwise occur if the stretch of the pattern is restrained

across the entire span between corners 15-1 and 15-2,

with respect to the remaining area of the diamond. The
size of the diamond in Figure 8 is also shown as some-

what larger than the diamond in the pattern of Figure 4.

Thus, with an existing geometric pattern of adhesive the

degree of control can be adjusted by varying the size of

the individual adhesive elements forming the pattern

and/or supplemental adhesive elements placed within

the main adhesive elements.

[0030] Figure 9 shows still another pattern, wherein

the shape of the diamonds 32 has been modified so that

there is less of a variation between the vertical dimen-

sion 33 and horizontal dimension 34. However, the hor-

izontal dimension is still less than the vertical

dimension, such that the pattern shown in Figure 9 will

still be characterized as having a differential elongation

which offers greater resistance to stretch in the horizon-

tal direction than in the vertical direction. In addition,

solid adhesive lines 35 extend across diametrically

opposed horizontal corners of the diamonds 32. The
tendency of this pattern to permit bubbling in the lami-

nate panel would depend on several factors, including

the stretch characteristics of the fabrics forming the lam-

inate. Should bubbling occur, a gap may advanta-

geously be included at the center of horizontal

connecting bars 35, as typically shown by gap X of Fig-

ure 8.

[0031 ] Figure 1 0 has still another configuration of the

adhesive securement layer. It is a regularly repeated

pattern which, like the prior patterns, will be generally

be coextensive with and uniformly presented over sub-

stantially the full extent of the reinforcement panel form-

ing the fabric laminate. The array of aligned adhesive

elements 38, rather than being diamond shaped,

include elongated sides 39 between the upper and
lower peaks 40 that would otherwise form the diamond.

As in the prior patterns, the greater elongation of the

individual elements 38 in the vertical direction would

result in there being a differential elongation, with the

pattern offering greater resistance to stretch in the hori-

zontal than in the vertical direction. This pattern also

advantageously includes discrete dots within each of

the individual elements 38 in order to provide a smooth
and secure laminate. If desired, horizontal bars of addi-

tional adhesive, as shown in Figures 8 or 9, could be
added.

[0032] Figure 1 1 shows still another arrangement of

the individual elements forming the adhesive pattern.

The individual elements are totally comprised of circles

45. They are arrayed such that the horizontal displace-

ment 45-1 between adjacent circular members 45 is

less than the vertical displacement 45-2. Thus, the suc-

cessive generally horizontally and vertically extending

rows are established with there being greater spacing

between the horizontal rows than the vertical rows.

Hence, the pattern will offer greater resistance to stretch

in the horizontal direction. While not shown, if desired,

additional smaller discreet dots of adhesive can be

5 added throughout the pattern to insure a smooth lami-

nate.

[0033] Figure 12 shows still another variation of the

pattern which, for increased control, a second diamond

adhesive element 15-3, is placed within each of the dia-

w monds 1 5, of the pattern typically shown in Figures 4 or

8.

[0034] It should however be understood that within the

basic concept of the present invention numerous varia-

tions of patterns can be provided to both yield the

15 desired degree of control in conjunction with the fabric

of the reinforcement panel, as well as presenting a

pleasant aesthetic effect, for enhancement of consumer
acceptability.

[0035] Figure 13 shows a panty 50, generally similar

20 to the women's panty shown Figures 5 and 6 with the

exception that instead of the stomach reinforcement

being provided by discrete laminate panel which is

coextensive with the area of support and is separately

sewn into the stomach portion of the garment (front

25 panel 21 of Figure 5), the reinforcement panel 59 at the

stomach region is adhesively secured to the body fabric

of a larger frontal panel 54. Hence, the additional control

at the stomach portion is provided by stomach rein-

forcement panel 59 which is adhesively secured to the

30 inside surface of only the central area of front panel 54.

The panty 50 typically includes a waistband 52 and a
main body fabric 54 which covers at least the full frontal

portion of the garment. The fabric panel 54 may be
sewn, as by stitches 56, to a rear panel 55. A crotch

35 section 58 is provided at the lowermost portion of the

garment. Binding 57 is sewn around the lower edges of

front panel 54 and rear panel 55 to provide the garment

with leg cut outs. Reinforcement panel 59 is typically

constructed in the same manner as in the laminate

40 shown in Figure 1 . Fabric 54 may correspond to fabric

11 and the reinforcement panel 59 fabric 12. Accord-

ingly, reinforcement panel 59 will provide the requisite

additional support and figure enhancing properties at

the stomach region of the garment.

45 [0036] Figures 14-15 show the front and side views of

a modification of the panty shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Specifically, the legs are lengthened and additional sup-

port panels are provided. Instead of having a separate

rear panel 25 (as shown in Figures 5 and 6) the side

so panels 22-1 are of a greater extent, meeting at the rear

of the garment at vertical seam 29. Stomach panel 21 -1

may generally correspond to stomach panel 21 shown
in Figure 5. Referring to Figure 15, the side portion of

each of panels 22-1 include a thigh control support

55 panel 22-2 laminated thereto. The control panel 22-2 is

formed in accordance with the present invention, utiliz-

ing the adhesive pattern with its primary elongation ori-

ented in the vertical direction on a suitable inner support

7
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panel. The inner support panel forming laminate 22-4

may, if desired, be formed of the same fabric 1 2 which is

used for the inner support panel of stomach panels 21
and 21-1.

[0037] Figure 16 shows the additional placement of 5

yet another support panel formed of the instant lami-

nate. A rear control panel 22-3 is provided for a desired

degree of derriere control. The adhesive layer in control

panel 22-3 will be oriented with its primary elongation in

the vertical direction. Thus, as in the stomach panel 21 - 10

1 . the additional horizonal control is primarily in the hor-

izontal direction. Alternatively, the rear seam 29 may be
deleted by forming the side and rear paneling 22-1 and
22-2 in the general manner of the parity in Figures 13,

which includes a pair of side seams rather than a rear 15

seam. If desired, the thigh control panel may be deleted

in this embodiment The teachings of the present inven-

tion may also be used for laminating a supportive con-

trol panel to other locations within a panty.

[0038] Figure 17 shows the manner in which the 20

present invention may be employed in conjunction with

a pair of pantyhose 60. The pantyhose 60 comprises a
panty portion 62, a pair of legs 64 integrally forms with

the panty portion and depending therefrom, and a
crotch piece 66. The yarn forming the panty portion 62 25

and leg sections 64 must have sufficient stretch proper-

ties in order that the garment may be expanded to

closely confirm to the user's body shape. Preferably, the

yarn may include an elastomer, such as Lycra, to

enhance its body conforming abilities and provide a 30

desired degree of figure control. For enhanced figure

control an additional stomach support panel 66 is pro-

vided. Stomach panel 66 may be comprised of a non-

elastomeric stretch fabric onto which a pattern of adhe-
sive has been applied consistent with the teachings of 35

the present invention. The selection of the fabric for the

reinforcement panel, as well as the adhesive pattern

may be suitably varied, from that employed for the panty
of Figures 5-6, 13 or 14-16, in order to properly allow for

the necessary initial stretch of the fabric forming the 40

panty and leg sections 62 and 64, as well as the desired

degree of body-conforming stretch and constraint. In

particular, in order for the pantyhose to initially conform
to the user's body, the fabrics utilized and the adhesive

pattern applied to the reinforcement panel 66 will have 4s

to permit a greater degree of initial vertical stretch than

would be required in the panties typically shown in Fig-

ures 5-6, 13 and 14.

[0039] Reference is now made to Figures 18 which
shows a brassiere 70 which utilizes the instant laminate 50

as an undercup support. Brassiere 70 includes a pair of

cups 72 which are inwardly connected by a central plat-

form 73. The outer sides of the cups are connected to

side panels 74 which are typically connected to each
other by closure means 75 and 76, which are commonly 55

referred to as a hook and eye, and shoulder straps 77.

Cups 72 shown in this particular brassiere are formed of

two fabric pieces 78 and 79 which are seamed together

at 71
. Alternatively, the cups could each be molded from

a single piece of fabric, as is well known in the art. Fig-

ure 19 shows lower section 78, which includes the

instant laminate applied to its inside surface prior to

assembly into brassiere 70 . Lower cup section 78
includes the main fabric panel 83 to which the support

panel 81 is laminated over at least a portion of its sur-

face utilizing the adhesive securement layer of the

present invention. In accordance with the present inven-

tion both fabrics 81 and 83 are stretch fabrics. However,
main fabric panel 83 of the brassiere cup 72 would typi-

cally not include elastomeric yarn. Fabrics 81 and 83
are suitably oriented within the brassiere 70, in conjunc-

tion with the orientation of the adhesive pattern used to

secure the fabrics together, so that there is a sufficient

restriction of the stretch of cup 72 along the portion of

undercup section 78 which includes support panel 81.

This is designed to provide the desired degree of under-

crust support. Advantageously, fabric 83 which forms

the outer surface of cup section 78 is the same as the

fabric which forms the upper cup section 79. For aes-

thetic purposes this may aJso be the same fabric used
for side panels 74, except in those instances where it is

desired that side panels 74 include an elastomeric yarn.

[0040] The teachings of the present invention may
also be used for laminating a supportive control panel to

other locations within a brassiere. Referring to Figures

20 and 21 there is shown approximately one half of a
brassiere frame, i.e. a side panel 80 extending from the

center portion 82 to the terminus 84 where a suitable

hook and eye closure (not shown) may be placed. The
side panel 80 has a breast cup portion generally shown
as 86 which may include an undercup support panel

(not shown) of the type discussed with reference to Fig-

ures 18 and 19. In the brassiere portion shown in Figure

20, a side support panel 88 is laminated to the fabric of

the side panel 80. It is located adjacent to the breast cup
86 and extends towards the terminus 84, with the con-

figuration of control panel 88 providing the desired sup-

port along the wearer's side, adjacent to her cups.

Specifically, the control area 88 flattens the sides of the

bust to enhance the shaping, a feature desired in bras-

sieres, while also reducing the stretch so as to provide

control in the area adjacent to the cup of the brassiere.

[0041] Figure 21 depicts the identical portion of the

side panel 80. However, the control area provided by
laminate panel 88-1 extends under the cup and to the

central platform section between the cups.

[0042] It should be understood that appropriate fabrics

are selected for the support panels shown in the bras-

siere of embodiments of Figures 18-21 , which are coor-

dinated with the fabrics of the brassiere, and are

selectively oriented with respect to their elongation

characteristics and the differential elongation character-

istics of the pattern forming the adhesive securement,
so as to combinedly provide the requisite control in the

particular embodiment.

[0043] While it is naturally understood that various fab-
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rics and adhesive patterns may be employed within the

general teachings of the present invention, dependent

upon the particular garment and the additional degree

of control required, the following has been found to pro-

vide particularly good results for the panty shown in Fig- 5

ures 5 and 6, and utilizing the pattern of the adhesive

securement layer of Figures 1-4. The main body fabric

of the panty, (shown as 22 and 25 and Figure 5 and cor-

responding with layer 1 1 shown in Figure 2 of the lami-

nated support panel), was a four bar Raschell-knit 10

comprising 80% cotton 120/INm, 17% Lycra, 140 denier

and 3% nylon (with the nylon being provided for the aes-

thetics of a spaced dot configuration over the surface of

the fabric). The elastomeric properties and modulas of

this fabric were naturally obtained by the Lycra content 15

The fabric forming the reinforcement of stomach panel

21, (and fabric 12 of Figure 1), was a non-elastomeric

circular knit 85/lNm 100% cotton. The adhesive is a
preferably a fast-drying adhesive, such as the 2P2
polyamide adhesive available from EMS Gmbh Domat- 20

EMS, Switzerland.

[0044] Figure 22 shows in a generalized form how the

adhesive securement layer may be continuously applied

as a regularly repeated pattern to fabric 12. The appa-

ratus 100 shown therein includes a hollow cylinder 102 25

which is rotated about its axis 103. The outer surface of

cylinder 1 02 is formed of a perforate screen in which the

desired pattern of adhesive to be applied to fabric 12 is

uniformly presented over the screen surface. A source

of adhesive 104 has an outlet 106 for supplying the 30

adhesive to the interior volume of cylinder 102, where it

is uniformly distributed in the well-known manner. A
doctor blade 108 extends throughout the length of cylin-

der 102. As the cylinder rotates, doctor blade 108 forces

a desired amount of adhesive through the patterned 35

opening of the screen forming the circumference of cyl-

inder 102. This adhesive pattern is deposited on fabric

12, which is urged against the surface of cylinder in

opposition to the doctor blade. Fabric 12, with the pat-

tern of the adhesive deposited thereon is then trans- 40

ported to an over (not shown) for the drying of the

adhesive.

[0045] According to the present invention the elonga-

tion characteristics of a laminate, which is utilized to

provide a reinforcement within an article of apparel, can as

be suitably modified by varying the pattern of adhesive.

The adhesive securement will be in the form of a regu-

larly repeated pattern generally coextensive with the

area of the fabric forming the reinforcement panel, so as

to maximize fabric yield. The adhesive pattern, in addi- so

tion to providing the requisite physical properties may
be visibly present at the outer surface of one of the fab-

rics. Hence, the pattern may be selected to provide a

pleasing aesthetic presentation.

[0046] While specific embodiments have been dis- ss

closed, other modifications to the present invention will

be obvious to those schooled in the art in the foregoing

teachings. For example, the laminate may be incorpo-

rated in other garments such as men's undergarments,

swimsuits, and other form-fitting stretch clothing utilized

for skiing, bicycling or other athletic endeavors. Accord-

ingly, while the present invention is disclosed with refer-

ence to specific embodiments and particulars thereof, it

is not intended that these details be construed as limit-

ing the scope of the invention, which is defined by the

following claims:

Claims

1. A fabric laminate comprising a first stretch fabric

(1 1), a second stretch fabric (1 2) and an intermedi-

ate adhesive securement layer (13);

said adhesive securement layer (13) being

positioned between opposed surfaces of said

first and second stretch fabrics for adhesively

securing said first and second stretch fabrics

together along opposed surfaces thereof;

characterized by said adhesive securement

layer (13) being in the form of a regularly

repeating pattern generally coextensive with

and uniformly presented over substantially the

full extent of the fabric laminate;

said pattern comprising an array of aligned

adhesive elements (14) arranged in successive

generally horizontally and vertically extending

rows;

the array of said individual adhesive elements

(14) being capable of offering resistance to

elongation as the laminate is subjected to dis-

tortion, with said pattern having a differential

elongation characterised as offering different

magnitudes of resistance to elongation when
the fabric laminate is subjected to distortion in

selected different directions;

said adhesive securement layer (13) being pre-

determinediy oriented in accordance with its

differential elongation and the stretch charac-

teristics of said first and second stretch fabrics,

such that the resistance to elongation offered

by the fabric laminate is determined by the pat-

tern and orientation of the individual adhesive

elements (14) in conjunction with the stretch

characteristics of said first and second stretch

fabrics.

2. The fabric laminate of claim 1, wherein said first

stretch fabric (11) is an elastomeric fabric which

includes an elastomeric yarn, said fabric having pri-

mary stretch in the generally horizontal direction

and lesser stretch, or give, in the generally vertical

direction, and the differential elongation provided by

said pattern of adhesive elements (1 4) which forms

said intermediate securement layer (13) offering

greater resistance to stretch in one of its directions

which is either the vertical or horizontal direction.

9
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3. The fabric laminate of claims 1 or 2 wherein the dif-

ferential elongation of said intermediate secure-

ment layer (13) offers the greatest resistance to

stretch in the generally horizontal direction.

5

4. The fabric laminate of any one of claims 1 to 3
wherein the pattern of said adhesive securement
layer comprises an array of successive diamond
shaped adhesive elements (14), connected at their

common sides to form generally horizontally and 10

vertically extending rows of interconnected dia-

mond shaped adhesive elements.

5. The fabric laminate of claim 4 wherein said dia-

monds (14) are longer in a first direction than in a is

second direction, orthogonal to said first direction;

said diamonds (14) being oriented such that

said second direction corresponds to the maxi-

mum resistance of elongation provided by the 20

differential elongation of said intermediate

adhesive securement layer.

6. The fabric laminate of claim 5. wherein said second
direction of said array of diamond shaped elements 25

(14) is generally horizontal.

7. The fabric laminate of any one of claims 4, 5 or 6,

further including discrete dots of adhesive (19)

within at least some of said diamond shaped adhe- 30

sive elements (14).

8. the fabric laminate of claim 7 wherein the size

and/or density of said dots (19) is predeterminedly

selected to add a desired amount of resistance to 35

elongation in addition to the resistance provided by
said diamond shaped adhesive elements (14).

9. The fabric laminate of any one of claim 4 to 8
wherein the width of the sides ( 1 5) forming said dia- 40

mond shaped adhesive elements (14) is predeter-

minedly selected to provide a desired resistance to

elongation.

10. The fabric laminate of any one of the preceding 45

claims where the thickness of the adhesive secure-

ment layer (13) is predeterminedly selected to pro-

vide a desired resistance to elongation.

11. The fabric laminate of any one of claims 4 to 10 50

wherein each of said diamond shaped elements

(14) is of essentially identical size over substantially

the full extent of the fabric laminate.

12. The fabric laminate of any one of the preceding 55

claims, wherein said intermediate securement layer

(13) is of substantially uniform thickness over sub-

stantially the full extent of the fabric laminate.

1 3. The fabric laminate of any preceding claim, wherein

said intermediate adhesive securement layer (13) is

formed of a heat sensitive adhesive.

14. The fabric laminate of claim 1 3, wherein said adhe-

sive is a polyamide, applied to one of said stretch

fabrics as a liquid.

1 5. The fabric laminate of any one of claims 4 to 1 4, fur-

ther including a bar of adhesive material extending

between opposed corners of at least some of the

diamonds.

16. The fabric laminate of any one of claims 7 to 15,

wherein the discrete dots (19) of adhesive within

the diamond are of non-uniform size, with the pat-

tern of dots being substantially the same in each
diamond.

17. An article of apparel (20) having an additional sup-

port region over at least one portion thereof, said

additional support region including a fabric laminate

(21) of any one of the preceding claims.

18. The article of apparel of claim 1 7, wherein said arti-

cle is a brassiere (70), and said additional support

region is provided at the under area (72) of each
cup.

19. The article of apparel of claim 17, wherein said

additional support region is provided at the region

of the apparel overlying the wearer's stomach.

20. The article of apparel of claim 1 7, or claim 1 9 which
is a panty (50) or a pair of pantyhose (60).

21. The article of apparel of claim 20. wherein

said first stretch fabric is the main body fabric of

the panty, (50) or, pair of pantyhose (60) said

body fabric extending over substantially the

entire area of at least the frontal portion of the

panty or pantyhose, and being an elastomeric

fabric, having a higher degree of elongation in

the horizontal direction than in the vertical

direction; and

said second stretch fabric is a reinforcement

panel secured to said main body fabric by said

intermediate adhesive securement layer to pro-

vide additional support at the portion of panty

overlying the wearer's stomach;

the differential elongation of said intermediate

adhesive securement layer offering greater

resistance to stretch in the horizontal direction

than in the vertical direction.

22. The panty (50) or pantyhose (60) of claim 21,

wherein said reinforcement panel (59) is formed of

10
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a stretch fabric having primary elongation in a first

direction and lesser elongation, or give, in a second
direction, orthogonal to said first direction.

23. The panty or pantyhose of claim 22, wherein said 5

reinforcement panel is a non-elastomeric stretch

fabric having primary stretch in either the generally

horizontal or vertical direction, and less stretch, or

give, in a direction generally orthogonal thereto.

10

24. A reinforcement panel for use in an article of

apparel, the panel comprising a first stretch fabric,

and an adhesive layer on a surface of said fabric for

adhesively securing said first stretch fabric to a sec-

ond stretch fabric to form a fabric laminate accord- w
ing to any one of claims 1 to 16;

said adhesive layer being in the form of a regu-

larly repeating pattern generally coextensive

with and uniformly presented over substantially 20

the full extent of the first stretch fabric;

Said pattern comprising an array of aligned

adhesive elements arranged in successive

generally horizontally and vertically extending

rows; 25

the array of said individual adhesive elements

capable of offering resistance to elongation as

the first stretch fabric is subjected to distortion,

with said pattern having a differential elonga-

tion characterised as offering different magni- 30

tudes of resistance to elongation when the first

stretch fabric is subjected to distortion in

selected different directions.

25. A method of making a reinforcement panel as 35

claimed in claim 24 for an article of apparel, the

method comprising applying to a stretch fabric an
adhesive layer in the form of a regularly repeating

pattern generally coextensive with and uniformly

presented over substantially the full extent of the 40

stretch fabric;

said pattern comprising an array of aligned

adhesive elements arranged in successive

generally horizontally and vertically extending 45

rows;

the array of said individual adhesive elements

capable of offering resistance to elongation as

the stretch fabric is subjected to distortion, with

said pattern having a differential elongation so

characterised as offering different magnitudes

of resistance to elongation when the stretch

fabric is subjected to distortion in selected dif-

ferent directions.

55

26. A method of making a fabric laminate which com-
prises adhesively securing a second stretch fabric

to a reinforcement panel as claimed in claim 24.

27. A method according to claim 26 which includes pre-

determined^ orienting the adhesive layer in

accordance with its differential elongation and the

stretch characteristics of said first and second

stretch fabrics, such that the resistance to elonga-

tion offered by the fabric laminate is determined by

the pattern and orientation of the individual adhe-

sive elements in conjunction with the stretch char-

acteristics of said first and second stretch fabrics.

PatentansprOche

1. Gewebelaminat, umfassend ein erstes Stretchge-

webe (11), ein zweites Stretchgewebe (12) und

eine verWebende Zwischenschicht (13),

wobei die VerWebeschicht (13) zwischen

gegenQberliegenden Oberflachen des ersten

und des zweiten Stretchgewebes angeordnet

ist, urn das erste und das zweite Stretchge-

webe an deren gegenQberliegenden Oberfla-

chen miteinander zu verkleben;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die VerWebe-

schicht (13) die Form eines sich regelmaBig

wiederholenden Musters aufweist, das im all-

gemeinen die gleiche Ausdehnung wie das

Gewebelaminat aufweist und gleichmaBig auf

im wesentlichen dem gesamten Gewebelami-
nat vorhanden ist;

wobei das Muster eine Anordnung aus ausge-

richteten Klebeelementen (14) umfaBt, die in

aufeinanderfolgenden im allgemeinen horizon-

tal und vertikal verlaufenden Reihen angeord-

net sind;

wobei die Anordnung der einzelnen Klebeefe-

mente (14) Widerstand gegen Dehnung leistet,

wenn das Laminat Deformationen ausgesetzt

ist, wobei das Muster eine differenzierte Deh-

nung aufweist, die dadurch gekennzeichnet ist,

daB es gegenuber Dehnung, wenn das Gewe-
belaminat Deformationen in bestimmten unter-

schiedlichen Richtungen ausgesetzt ist,

unterschiedlichen starken Widerstand leistet;

wobei die VerWebeschicht (13) gemaB ihrerdif-

ferenzierten Dehnung und der Stretcheigen-

schaften des ersten und des zweiten

Stretchgewebes in vorbestimmter Weise aus-

gerichtet ist, so daB der Widerstand gegenuber

Dehnung, den das Gewebelaminat leistet,

durch das Muster und die Ausrichtung der ein-

zelnen Klebeelemente (14) in Verbindung mit

den Stretcheigenschaflen des ersten und des

zweiten Stretchgewebes bestimmt ist.

2. Gewebelaminat nach Anspruch 1, worin das erste

Stretchgewebe (11) ein Elastomergewebe ist, das

ein Elastomergarn umfaBt, wobei das Gewebe pri-

mare Stretcheigenschaften in im allgemeinen hori-

11
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zontaler Richtung aufweist und in der im

allgemeinen vertikalen Richtung schwachere

Stretcheigenschaften oder geringere Nachgiebig-

keit aufweist, und wobei durch die differenzierte

Dehnung, die durch das Muster aus Klebeelemen- s

ten (14) gegeben ist, das die verWebende Zwi-

schenschicht (13) bildet, starkerer Widerstand

gegenuber Dehnung in einer ihrer Richtungen, die

entweder die vertikale Oder die horizontale Rich-

tung ist, geleistet wird. to

3. Gewebelaminat nach Anspruch 1 Oder 2, worin

durch die differenzierte Dehnung der verWebenden

Zwischenschicht (13) der starkste Widerstand

gegenuber Dehnung in im allgemeinen horizontaler 15

Richtung geleistet wird.

4. Gewebelaminat nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 3,

worin das Muster der verklebenden Schicht eine

Anordnung aus aufeinanderfolgenden rautenfOrmi- 20

gen Klebeelementen (13) umfaBt, die an ihren

gemeinsamen Seiten verbunden sind, um im allge-

meinen horizontal und vertikal verlaufende Reihen

aus miteinander verbundenen rautenformigen Kle-

beelementen zu bilden. 25

5. Gewebelaminat nach Anspruch 4. worin die Rauten

(14) in einer ersten Richtung langer sind als in einer

zweiten, zur ersten Richtung orthogonalen Rich-

tung; 30

6. Gewebelaminat nach Anspruch 5, worin die zweite

Richtung der Anordnung aus rautenformigen Ele-

menten (1 4) im allgemeinen horizontal ist. 40

7. Gewebelaminat nach einem der Anspruche 4, 5

oder 6, das weiters diskrete Kleberpunkte (19)

innerhatb zumindest einiger der rautenformigen

Klebeelemente (1 4) umfaBt. 45

8. Gewebelaminat nach Anspruch 7, worin die GrOBe

und/oder Dichte der Punkte (19) so vorbestimmt ist,

daB ein gewunschtes Maf3 an Dehnungswiderstand

zusatzlich zum Widerstand, den die rautenformigen so

Klebeelemente (14) bieten, geleistet wird.

9. Gewebelaminat nach einem der Anspruche 4 bis 8,

worin die Breite der Seiten (15), welche die rauten-

formigen Klebeelemente (14) bilden, so vorbe- ss

stimmt ist, da8 ein gewunschter

Dehnungswiderstand geleistet wird.

10. Gewebelaminat nach einem der vorangegangenen

Anspruche, worin die Dicke der VerWebeschicht

(13) so vorbestimmt ist, da 8 ein gewunschter Deh-

nungswiderstand geleistet wird.

11. Gewebelaminat nach einem der Anspruche 4 bis

10, worin alle rautenformigen Elemente (14) Goer

im wesentlichen die gesamte Ausdehnung des

Gewebelaminats jeweils im wesentlichen identi-

sche Gr08e aufweisen.

12. Gewebelaminat nach einem der vorangegangenen

Anspruche, worin die verWebende Zwischenschicht

(13) uber im wesentlichen die gesamte Aus-

dehnung des Gewebelaminats gleichmaBige Dicke

aufweist.

13. Gewebelaminat nach einem der vorangegangenen

Anspruche, worin die verWebende Zwischenschicht

(13) aus einem warmeempfindlichen Kleber

besteht.

14. Gewebelaminat nach Anspruch 13, worin der Kle-

ber ein Polyamid ist, das als Flussigkeit auf eines

der Stretchgewebe aufgetragen ist.

15. Gewebelaminat nach einem der Anspruche 4 bis

14, das weiters einen zwischen gegenuberliegen-

den Ecken zumindest einiger der Rauten verlaufen-

den Streifen aus Klebermaterial umfaBt.

16. Gewebelaminat nach einem der Anspruche 7 bis

15, worin die diskreten Punkte (19) aus Kleber

innerhaib der Rauten ungleich groB sind, wobei das

Punktmuster in jeder Raute im wesentlichen das

gleiche ist.

17. BeWeidungsstQck (20) mit einem zusatzlichen

Stutzbereich uber zumindest einen Abschnitt

davon, wobei der zusatzliche Stutzbereich ein

Gewebelaminat (21) nach einem der vorangegan-

genen Anspruche umfaBt.

18. BeWeidungsstQck nach Anspruch 17, das ein

BQstenhalter (70) ist, worin der zusatzliche Stutzbe-

reich im unteren Bereich (72) jedes KOrbchens vor-

gesehen ist.

19. BeWeidungsstQck nach Anspruch 17, worin der

zusatzliche Stutzbereich in jenem Bereich des

BeWeidungsstQcks vorgesehen ist, der Qber dem
Bauch des Tragers bzw. der Tragerin liegt.

20. BeWeidungsstQcks nach Anspruch 17 oder 19, das

eine Unterhose (50) oder eine Strumpfhose (60) ist.

21. BeWeidungsstQck nach Anspruch 20, worin

20

25

wobei die Rauten (14) so ausgerichtet sind,

daG die zweite Richtung dem maximalen durch

die differenzierte Dehnung der verWebenden

Zwischenschicht geleisteten Dehnungswider- 35

stand entspricht.

12
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das erste Stretchgewebe das Hauptkdrperge-

webe der Unterhose (50) Oder Strumpfhose

(60) ist. wobei sich das Kfirpergewebe uber im

wesentlichen den gesamten Bereich zumin-

dest des vorderen Abschnitts der Unterhose 5

Oder Strumpfhose erstreckt und eln Elastomer-

gewebe ist, das in horizontaler Richtung einen

hoheren Dehnungsgrad aufweist a!s in vertika-

ler Richtung; und

das zweite Stretchgewebe eine Verstarkungs- 10

Stoffbahn ist, die mittels der verklebenden Zwi-

schenschicht am HauptkOrpergewebe befestigt

ist, urn an jenem Hosenabschnitt, der Oberdem
Bauch des Tragers bzw. der Tragerin liegt, eine

zusatzliche StOtze zu bieten; 15

wobei die differenzierte Dehnung der verkle-

benden Zwischenschicht starkeren Widerstand

gegenQber Dehnung in horizontaler Richtung

als in vertikaler Richtung leistet

20

22. Unterhose (50) Oder Strumpfhose (60) nach

Anspruch 21, worin die Verstarkungs-Stoffbahn

(59) aus einem Stretchgewebe besteht, das in einer

ersten Richtung eine primare Dehnung aufweist

und in einer zweiten Richtung, die orthogonal zur 25

ersten Richtung verlauft, geringere Dehnung oder

Nachgiebigkeit aufweist.

23. Unterhose oder Strumpfhose nach Anspruch 22,

worin die Verstarkungs-Stoffbahn ein Nicht-Elasto- 30

mer-Stretchgewebe ist, das entweder in im allge-

meinen horizontaler oder vertikaler Richtung

primare Stretcheigenschaften aufweist und in einer

im allgemeinen orthogonal dazu verlaufenden

Richtung schwachere Stretcheigenschaften oder 35

geringere Nachgiebigkeit aufweist.

24. Verstarkungs-Stoffbahn zur Verwendung in einem

Bekfeidungsstuck, wobei die Stoffbahn ein erstes

Stretchgewebe und eine Kleberschicht auf einer 40

Oberfiache des Gewebes umfaBt, urn das erste

Stretchgewebe mit einem zweiten Stretchgewebe

zu verWeben, urn ein Gewebelaminat nach einem
der Anspruche 1 bis 16 zu bilden;

45

wobei die Kleberschicht die Form eines sich

regelmaSig wiederholenden Musters aufweist,

das im allgemeinen die gleiche Ausdehnung
wie das erste Stretchgewebe hat und gleich-

maBig auf im wesentlichen dem gesamten so

ersten Stretchgewebe vorhanden ist;

wobei das Muster eine Anordnung aus ausge-

richteten Klebeelementen umfaBt, die in auf-

einanderfolgenden, im allgemeinen horizontal

und vertikal verlaufenden Reihen angeordnet 55

sind;

wobei die Anordnung aus den einzelnen Klebe-

elementen in der Lage ist, Dehnungswider-

stand zu leisten, wenn das erste

Stretchgewebe Deformationen ausgesetzt ist,

wobei das Muster differenzierte Dehnung auf-

weist, die so charakterisiert ist, daft sie ein

unterschiedliches AusmaB an Widerstand

gegenQber Dehnung leistet, wenn das erste

Stretchgewebe Deformationen in bestimmte

unterschiedliche Richtungen ausgesetzt ist.

25. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Verstarkungs-Stoff-

bahn nach Anspruch 24 fOr ein BeWeidungsstGck,

wobei das Verfahren folgendes umfaBt: Aufbringen

einer Kleberschicht in Form eines sich regelmaBig

wiederholenden Musters auf ein Stretchgewebe,

das im wesentlichen die gleiche Ausdehnung wie

das Stretchgewebe aufweist und gleichmaBig auf

im wesentlichen dem gesamten Stretchgewebe

vorhanden ist;

wobei das Muster eine Anordnung aus ausge-

richteten Klebeelementen umfaBt, die in auf-

einanderfolgenden im allgemeinen horizontal

und vertikal verlaufenden Reihen angeordnet

sind;

wobei die Anordnung aus den einzelnen Klebe-

elementen in der Lage ist, Widerstand gegen-

Qber Dehnung zu leisten, wenn das
Stretchgewebe Deformationen ausgesetzt ist,

wobei das Muster eine differenzierte Dehnung
aufweist, die so gekennzeichnet ist, daB sie ein

unterschiedliches AusmaB an Widerstand

gegenQber Dehnung leistet, wenn das Stretch-

gewebe Deformationen in bestimmte unter-

schiedliche Richtungen ausgesetzt ist.

26. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Gewebelaminats,

welches das VerWeben eines zweiten Stretchgewe-

bes mit einer Verstarkungs-Stoffbahn nach

Anspruch 24 umfaBt.

27. Verfahren nach Anspruch 26, welches das vorbe-

stimmte Ausrichten der Kleberschicht entspre-

chend ihrer differenzierten Dehnung und der

Stretcheigenschaften des ersten und des zweiten

Stretchgewebes umfaBt, so daB der Dehnungswi-

derstand, den das Gewebelaminat leistet, durch

das Muster und die Ausrichtung der einzelnen Kle-

beelemente in Verbindung mit . den Stretcheigen-

schaften des ersten und des zweiten

Stretchgewebes bestimmt wird.

Revendications

1
. Tissu stratifie comprenant un premier tissu stretch

(1 1), un deuxieme tissu stretch (12) et une couche

de fixation adhesive intermediate (13);

ladite couche de fixation adh6sive (13) etent

13
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positionn6e entre des surfaces opposees des-

dils premier et deuxieme tissus stretch pour
fixer dime maniere adhesive lesdits premier et

deuxieme tissus stretch ensemble le long des
surfaces opposees de ceux-ci; 5

caracteris6 en ce que ladite couche de fixation

adhesive (13) est sous la forme d'un motif

r6p6t6 r6gulierement, g§n6ralement co-exten-

sive avec et presentee uniformement sensible- 10

ment sur toute retendue du tissu stratifie;

ledit motif comprenant un groupement d'6ie-

ments adhesifs alignes (14) agences selon des
rangees successives s'etendant g6n6ralement 15

horizontalement et verticalement

;

le groupement desdits elements adhesifs indi-

viduels (14) etant apte a opposer une resis-

tance a I'allongement lorsque le stratifie est 20

soumis a une distorsion, ledit motif ayant un

allongementdiff6rentiel, caracte>is6 en ce qu'il

offre differerrtes grandeurs de resistance a
Pallongement lorsque le tissu stratifie est sou-

mis a une distorsion dans des directions diffe- 25

rentes s6lectionnees;

ladite couche de fixation adhesive (13) etant

orientee d'une maniere pr6d6termin6e en
accord avec ses caracteristiques d'allonge- 30

ment et d'etirement differentes desdits premier

et deuxieme tissus stretch de telle sorte que la

resistance a i'allongement r6alis6e par le tissu

stratifie est determinee par le motif et I'orienta-

tion des elements adhesifs individuels (14) 35

conjointement avec les caracteristiques d'etire-

ment desdits premier et deuxieme tissus

stretch.

Tissu stratifie selon la revendication 1 , ou ledit pre- 40

mier tissu stretch (1 1) est un tissu elastomere qui

comprend un f il eiastomere. ledit tissu ayant un pre-

mier etirementdans la direction g6n6ralement hori-

zontal et moins d'etirement ou de relachement

dans la direction g6neralement verticale, et I'allon- 45

gement differentiel procure par ledit motif d'eie-

ments adhesifs (14) qui forme ladite couche de
fixation intermediate (13) offrant une plus grande
resistance a retirement dans une de ses directions

qui est sort la direction verticale soit la direction so

horizontals

Tissu stratifie selon les revendications 1 ou 2, ou
Tallongement differentiel de ladite couche de fixa-

tion intermediate (13) offre la plus grande resis- 55

tance a retirement dans la direction g6neralement

horizontals

4. Tissu stratifie selon Tune des revendications 1 a 3,

ou le motif de ladite couche de fixation adhesive

comprend un groupement d*ei6ments adhesifs suc-

cessifs (1 4) en forme de losange, connectes a leurs

cotes communs pour former des rang£es s'eten-

dant generalement horizontalement et verticale-

ment d'eiements adhesifs interconnectes en forme
de losange.

5. Tissu stratifie selon la revendication 4, ou lesdits

losanges (14) sont plus longs dans une premiere

direction que dans une deuxieme direction, ortho-

gonale a ladite premiere direction;

lesdits losanges (14) etant orientes de facon

que ladite deuxieme direction correspond a la

resistance maximale a I'allongement realis6e

par I'allongement drfferentiel de ladite couche
de fixation adhesive irrtermediaire.

6. Tissu stratifie selon la revendication 5, ou ladite

deuxieme direction dudit groupement d'6!ements

(14) en forme de losange est generalement hori-

zontals

7. Tissu stratifie selon I'une des revendications 4, 5 ou
6, incluant en outre des points d'adhesif discrets

(19) dans au moins quelques-uns desdits elements

adhesifs (14) en forme de losange.

8. Tissu stratifie selon la revendication 7, ou la taille

et/ou la densite desdits points (19) est seiectionnee

cfune maniere pr6determin6e pour ajouter une
quantite de resistance recherch6e a Tallongement

en plus de la resistance fournie par lesdits ele-

ments adhesifs (14) en forme de losange.

9. Tissu stratifie selon I'une des revendications 4 a 8,

ou la largeur des cfites (15) formant lesdits ele-

ments adhesifs (14) en forme de losange est seiec-

tionnee d'une maniere predetermin6e pour fournir

une resistance recherchee a rallongement

10. Tissu stratifie selon I'une des revendications prece-

dents, ou repaisseur de la couche de fixation

adhesive (13) est seiectionnee d'une maniere pr6-

determin6e pour fournir une resistance recherchee

a rallongement.

11. Tissu stratifie selon I'une des revendications 4 a 10,

ou chacun desdits elements (14) en forme de
losange est d'une taille essentiellement identique

sensiblement sur toute retendue du tissu stratifie.

12. Tissu stratifie selon I'une des revendications prece-

dents, ou ladite couche de fixation irrtermediaire

(13) est d'une epaisseur sensiblement unrforme

sensiblement sur toute l'6tendue du tissu stratifie.

14
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13. Tissu stratifie selon I'une des revendications prece-

dents, ou ladite couche de fixation adhesive inter-

mediaire (13) est realisee en un adhesif sensible a
la chaleur.

14. Tissu stratifie selon la revendication 13, ou (edit

adhesif est un polyamide, applique a Tun desdits

tissus stretch sous forme liquide.

15

16,

Tissu stratifie selon Tune des revendications 4 a 1 4, w
incluant en outre une barre de matiere adhesive

s'&endant entre des coins opposes d'au moins

quelques-uns des losanges.

Tissu stratifie selon Tune des revendications 7 a 15, 15

ou les points discrets (19) de I'adhesif dans les

losanges sont d'une taille non uniforme, le motif des
points etant sensiblement le meme dans chaque
losange.

21. Article de vetement selon la revendication 20, ou
ledit premier tissu stretch est le tissu formant le

corps principal de la culotte (50) ou bien, d'un col-

lant (60), ledit tissu de corps s'etendant sensible-

ment sur toute la zone d'au moins la partie frontale

de la culotte ou du collant, et etant un tissu elasto-

mere, ayant un degre d'allongement plus eleve

dans la direction horizontale que dans la direction

verticale; et

ledit deuxieme tissu stretch est un panneau de
renforcement fixe au tissu du corps principal

par ladite couche de fixation adhesive interme-

diate pour fournir un support additionnel a la

partie de la culotte situee sur le ventre de celui

qui la porte;

rallongement differential de ladite couche de

20

17. Article de vehement (20) comportant une region de
support additionnelle sur au moins une partie de
celui-ci, ladite region de support additionnelle

incluant un tissu stratifie (21) selon I'une des reven-

dications prec6dentes. 25

18. Article de vehement selon la revendication 17, ou
ledit article est un soutien-gorge (70), et ladite

region de support additionnelle est prevue a la

zone inferieure (72) de chaque coupelle. 30

19. Article de vetement selon la revendication 17, ou
ladite region de support additionnelle est prevue a
la region du vetement situee sur le ventre de celui

qui le porte. 35

20. Article de vehement selon la revendication 17 ou la

revendication 19, qui est une culotte (50) ou un col-

lant (60).

40

45

50

55

fixation adhesive intermediate offrant une plus

grande resistance a retirement dans la direc-

tion horizontale que dans la direction verticale.

22. Culotte (50) ou collant (60) selon la revendication

21, ou ledit panneau de renforcement (59) est rea-

lise en un tissu stretch ayant un allongement pri-

maire dans une premiere direction et un
allongement ou relachement inferieur dans une
seconde direction, orthogonale a ladite premiere

direction.

23. Culotte ou collant selon la revendication 22, ou ledit

panneau de renforcement est un tissu stretch non
elastomere ayant un etirement primaire dans Tune

quelconque des directions generalement horizon-

tale ou verticale et moins d'etirement ou de relache-

ment dans une direction generalement orthogonale

a celle-ci.

24. Panneau de renforcement destine a etre utilise

dans un article de v§tement
( le panneau compre-

nant un premier tissu stretch, et une couche adhe-
sive sur une surface dudit tissu pour fixer d'une

maniere adhesive ledit premier tissu stretch a un
deuxieme tissu stretch pour former un tissu stratifie

selon I'une des revendications 1 a 16;

ladite couche adhesive 6tarrt sous la forme
d'un motif qui se repete regulierement genera-

lement coextensive avec et presentee unHbr-

memertt sensiblement sur toute l'6tendue du
premier tissu stretch;

ledit motif comprenant un groupernent d'ele-

ments adhesifs alignes disposes selon des
rangees successives s'etendant generalement
horizontalement et verticalement;

le groupernent desdits elements adhesifs indi-

viduals etant apte a offrir une resistance a
I'allongement lorsque le premier tissu stretch

est soumis a une distorsion, ledit motif ayant un
allongement differentiel caracterise comme
offrant differentes grandeurs de resistance a
I'allongement lorsque le premier tissu stretch

est soumis a une distorsion dans des directions

differentes selectionnees.

25. Precede de fabrication d'un panneau de renforce-

ment tel que revendique dans la revendication 24
pour un article de vetement, le precede compre-
nant I'application a un tissu stretch d'une couche
adhesive sous la forme d'un motif repete reguliere-

ment generalement coextensive avec et presentee

uniformement sensiblement sur toute I'etendue du
tissu stretch;

15
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ledit motif comprenant un groupement d'ele-

ments adhesifs alignes agences selon des ran-

gees successives s'&endant generalement

horizontalement et verticalement;

5

ie groupement desdits elements adhesifs indi-

viduels etant apte a offrir une resistance a

Tallongement lorsque le tissu stretch est sou-

mis a une distorsion, ledit motif ayant un allon-

gement differentiel caracterise comme offrant w
differentes grandeurs de resistance a I'allonge-

ment lorsque le tissu stretch est soumis a une

distorsion dans des directions differentes

selectionnees.

15

26. Precede de fabrication d'un tissu stratifie qui com-
prend l*6tape consistarrt a fixer d'une maniere

adhesive un deuxieme tissu stretch a un panneau
de renforcement tel que revendique dans la reven-

dication 24. 20

27. ProcedS selon la revendication 26, qui comprend
une orientation prgdeterminee de la couche adhe-

sive en accord avec ses caracteristiques d'allonge-

ment et d'elirement differentes desdits premier et 25

second tissus stretch de telle sorte que la resis-

tance a Tallongement offerte par le tissu stratifie est

determinee par le motif et I'orientation des ele-

ments adhesifs individuels conjointement avec les

caracteristiques d'etirement desdits premier et 30

second tissus stretch.

16
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